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TABLE II. n-particie and triton binding energies for
equal central and tensor force ranges.

r~ =rg =1.36 +10» cm, y =1.80, V0 —25.56 Mev, g = —0.191
Z ~7.0 Mev' B=6.7 Mevb 0

~ ce-particle. b Triton. ' See reference 3.

force ranges, however, very little binding energy is obtained for
then-particle, so that the result of Hu and Hsu' for the triton for
a particular set of nuclear constants seems incompatible with the
a-particle binding energy. The values are given in Table II.

A detailed account of these calculations will be published
elsewhere.

+ Part of this work was carried out at the Institute of Theoretical Physics,
Copenhagen, a visit made possible by the University of Glasgow and the
Nui5eld Foundation.
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within an angle of 180', a counting efFiciency of 50.595 percent
was used to convert the counts to (1.2762+0.0038)X107 disin-
tegrations per minute per milligram of uranium. Counting cor-
rections for the uranium 235 and 238 content were insigni6cant.
Thus, the speci6c alpha-activity of uranium 234 is (1.347&0.004)
X107 disintegrations and the half-life calculated from it is (2.520
+0.008)X10' years. This half-life value confirms our recently
published value of (2.522&0.008) X105 years, which is compared
with the other published values in the introduction of this paper.
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&HE half-life of uranium 234 has been the subject of several
recent experimental investigations. Nier obtained a value

of (2;69+0.27)X105 years. Chamberlain, Williams, and Yuster'
reported values of (2.29&0.14)X 10' years and (2.35+0.14)
X10' years; Knight, Goldin, Macklin, and Macklin' derived a
value of (2.69&0.04)X10' years; and the author4 reported a
value of (2.522&0.008)X10' years. Because of the wide range of
values and also because of the general interest in the exact value
of the uranium 234 half-life, which enters in.to the quantitative
determination of uranium 234 by alpha-counting, it seemed ad-
visable to re-determine the specific alpha-activity of uranium 234.
A new approach had been made available through the production
of signi6cant quantities of uranium containing 94.70&0.08 weight
percent uranium 234, 4.02%0.03 percent uranium 235, and 1.28
~0.03 percent uranium 238 as determined by mass spectrometry.
Spectrographic analysis established that the chemical purity of
the oxide was better than 99.95 percent.

Samples of the oxide were weighed to &0.1 percent, dissolved
in concentrated nitric acid, and diluted to volume. Volume ali-
quots of these solutions were transferred to an electroplating cell.
Uranium depleted in the 234 and 235 isotopes (U" ) was added
to the plating cell to act as a diluent and the uranium was electro-
deposited quantitatively onto an electropolished nickel disk with
an area of 23 cm'. Various sized aliquots of the diluent (U"8) were
used in order to obtain varying thicknesses of the uranium oxide
61m. Uniform films resulted, varying in thickness from 0.008 to
0.33 mg/cm2. Similar 6lms were made of the diluent, and their
counting rate was subtracted from the total counting rate, leaving
the counting rate for the uranium oxide enriched in the 234
isotope. The alpha counting rate was corrected for the diluent
absorption of alpha-particles by extrapolating to zero 61m weight
thickness. After this correction was made, the counting rate of
the uranium enriched in 234 was calculated to be (0.6457+0.0013)
X 10~ counts per minute per milhgram.

The correction for the reQection or backscattering of the alpha-
particles by the nickel was determined by electroplating enriched
uranium onto nickel, platinum, and gold disks, which mere polished
to a mirror 6nish, and extrapolating the counting rates to zero
atomic number for the reQector, The percentage backscattering
of alpha particles was found to be as follows: gold 3.36+0.36,
platinum 3.31&0.32, and nickel 1,19&0.08. These backscattering
values are within the range of those given by Crawford. ' Since
the parallel plate ionization chamber detects the alpha-particles
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FTER publication of our first note' on this subject, our
attention has been called to a Letter to the Editor' in which

the density distribution of the lowest eigenstate has already been
investigated quantitatively. Lamb and Nordsieck' obtained with
the aid of the %KB method a result which is qualitatively and
semi-quantitatively in agreement with reference 1. Since this
Letter to the Editor' has also been overlooked in two other recent
investigations' and since, furthermore, all previous results were
stated without proof, we may perhaps be justi6ed in saying a few
words about our more complete treatment.

One can easily show that the eigen function of the vertical
motion of a particle in a homogenous gravitational field is rigor-
ously given by

e()=~~5~ ~~(R~)+"~ ~(81)3. (0
f

ln (1), Jy~ denote the Bessel functions of order +-'„respectively,
and g is de6ned by

g= (8&nPg/h')&L(E/mg) —s]. (2)

The eigenvalues under the boundary conditions x=0 for s=O, u

are given by the roots of the equation

~&(-:h) J&(-:4)
(3)

~-)(30i) ~-)(~3k)

fi= (8x sing/h~) ~E/mg (4a)
&2= (8+m'g jh') &(E/mg —e). (4b)

These roots can easily be determined, since it turns out that
asymptotic expressions for the Bessel functions may be used.
One thus obtains for the low eigenvalues the expression

E„mg(3w/2) &=(h'/8m'm'g) &(n ,') '* ——.(5)

The density distribution agrees with that given by Lamb and
Nordsieck apart from a slight change in the numerical factor.

For the statistical problem it is, on the other hand, quite suS.-
cient to use an extremely simplified variational method which
gives all necessary information and allows us to visualize the
physical conditions. Ke use as a trial eigenfunction for the lowest
energy state the function

$i(s) =sin(xs/$o) for 0~a~)o (6a)

A(~) =o for lo~s~a, (6b)

which satis6es all boundary conditions and leads for the eigen-
value to the expression

Ei=ymg4+ (h~ /8mto~). (7)
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The lowest eigenvalue is certainly smaller than the minimum of
(7) taken with respect to lp. We thus obtain

lp ——(h'/2m'g) & (8a)
(ZI/mg) = -'(h, /2m2g) &. (Sb)

The agreement with (5) is obviously very satisfactory. Since both
kinetic and potential energy are positive, it is clear that the den-
sity must be vanishingly small for values of z sizeably in excess
of lp/2. This leads for He to a film thickness of approximately
4 10 4cm.

We would like to maintain the view expressed in our first letter
that the conditions analyzed by Lamb and Nordsieck and by
ourselves clearly indicate that the behavior of an ideal gas is not
even approximately indicative of that of He II; the difference be-
tween He' and He', if not mainly a mass effect, may still be caused
by the influence of the E—B statistics on the behavior of a liquid.
The fact that ordinary He4 condenses with a density about one
thousand times smaller than that of an ideal condensed gas is,
in our opinion, convincing evidence that the inter-atomic forces
are the determining factor in the distribution law.
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"N a recent paper Trainor' has considered the eGect of sym-.. metry on the nuclear dipole radiation. The result of his calcu-
lations is that the symmetry properties of nuclear states give rise
to certain selection rules for electric dipole radiation. We want to
draw attention to the fact that this result is much more general
and applies not only to electric dipole radiation but also to radia-
tion of any multipolarity. Secondly, we will show that the selec-
tion rule obtained is not restricted to the case (considered by
Trainor) when the nuclear forces are pure Wigner- and Majorana-
type forces, but holds provided only that the forces are charge-
independent. This seems a reasonable approximation and is con-
sistent, for example, with the most recent spectroscopic evidence
on the excited nuclear states. ~

The interaction between the electromagnetic field and the
nucleus can be represented, in a nonrelativistic approximation
by the Hamiltonian

H= (e/mc)Z&gpss'A(x&)(1 7z
'
)+Z&( gpss(j+Tz

'

)j-,'p„(1—,&'&) } &'& ~ curlA(x;), (1)
where p; is the momentum of the ith nucleon, A(x;) the vector
potential of the electromagnetic field at the position x; of the
nucleon, p, and p„ the neutron and proton magnetic moments,
a &'& the Pauli spin matrix, and r,&') the z-component of the isotopic
spin matrix having eigenvalues +1 for neutrons and —1 for
protons.

If the forces are charge-independent, the total isotopic spin

is a constant of the motion, so that each nuclear stationary state
can be assigned a definite eigenvalue T(T+1) of T .

Consider now the matrix element

(u'J'P iH in JT) (2)

between two states of angular momentum J and J', isotopic spin
T, T' (n, n' indicate any other quantum number necessary to
specify the state). It is easy to see that the matrix element (2)
vanishes unless

(3)

This follows immediately if we note that H can be written as

H=Hp+E =Hp+Z'f'T &'&, (4)

where Hp represents the part of H independent of the isotopic
spin, and f; is the factor multiplying v.,&'~. In isotopic spin space
Hp transforms like a scalar and E, like the third component of a
vector. The matrix elements of Hp vanish unless T=T'. As for
E„using the same considerations developed by Condon and
Shortley' for a general vector operator one deduces immediately
Eq. (3).

Equation (3) represents a generalization of the result obtained
by Trainor' for the case of dipole radiation and for nuclei con-
taining an equal number of protons and neutrons. If we restrict
ourselves to a consideration of electric dipole radiation, it is well
known that the scalar term Hp I Eq. (4)P gives no contribution to
the matrix element since it represents the contribution of a system
of particles each with a charge e/2. For the second term of Eq. (4)
another restriction is immediately obtained considering the de-
pendence of the matrix element (2) on the z-component of the
isotopic spin: With the notations of Condon and Shortley one has4

&~~~r. l &*I~'~'r ~.)= &~'rllE:.Il~'~)r'
If T=O the right-hand side vanishes, so we can conclude that an
electric dipole transition cannot take place between two states
with T=O. Of course, the transition can still occur as magnetic
dipole or as an electric transition of higher multipolarity, since in
such a case the matrix element of Hp does not vanish.

The validity of the selection rule {3) is not restricted to the
validity of Wigner's model of nuclear structure; in particular it is
still true also when a strong spin-orbit interaction is present, in
which case the symmetry of the space part of the wave function
is no longer a constant of the motion.

On the other hand, since the Coulomb energy

Hp= (e'/8)Z(1 —,&'&) (1—,& &)/r;;
~&1

does not commute with T, the isotopic spin is no longer a constant
of the motion, and Eq. (3) will not be strictly satisfied even if the
specific nuclear forces are strictly charge-independent. The extent
to which Coulomb forces destroy the validity of the selection rule

(3) is under investigation and will be reported later.
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terest in this investigation.
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VOTRUBA' has recently suggested that direct nucleon-lepton
interactions might be charge-independent. If this were so,

the coefficients of HPNevy HNPvey 4HPPeey 4HNNeep 4HPPvvr
and 4HNNv„ in the Hamiltonian should be equal, if H;;&I means
the space integral of any of the invariants Z„p;cu p;p~&t, where
we assume the neutrino v to be different from the antineutrino. '

In this connection it is interesting to remark that the phe-
nomenologic direct-interaction terms with co =yy (vector coup-
ling; Hi&at= —f; ~zf;f&ta p&) do not satisfy this condition. In
fact, the repulsive interaction —,HPP«describing phenomeno-
logically the Lamb shift' has a coefficient (4.91&0.01)&(10 4'

cm' erg, while (——,'HNN«) describing phenomenologically the
attractive electron-neutron interaction' ' has a coefficient (2.8


